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WELCOME TO OUR 
SWEDISH LEARNERS’ TANDEM!

One of the Arcada Student Union - ASK’s missions is to make students at

Arcada feel welcome and included in our University and especially during

those times when gatherings and in person meetings are challenging, ASK

decided to launch a language tandem for all Arcada students. This language

tandem is meant for students at Arcada who feel that an extra support to the

language classes offered by Arcada could be beneficial, be it to get help with

homework, practice speaking and understanding, or prepare for the exams.

The pace and content are defined by the learner and the tandem partner is

there to support and guide you in this path.

 

We will support the tandem program between 13th April until the end of the

term so around 15th May, but participants are welcome to also decide for

themselves if they want to prolong it further.  

 

Usually, Tandems work greatly if you are taking language classes happening at

the same time as you can put the theory into practice and test your knowledge.

Of course, if you are a student at Arcada and wish to practice your

Swedish with more advanced people, this tandem is also for you!

FOR YOU WHO WOULD LIKE 
SUPPORT TO LEARN SWEDISH



 By practicing Swedish with a (close to) native speaker your listening and

speaking skills will improve and your confidence will increase. You might

even learn very spoken terms and slangs!

 Get to know someone new! This year has been strange in terms of social

contacts and this gives you an opportunity to be in direct contact with

someone new!

 By meeting new people, you will also increase your cultural sensitivity as you

will hopefully share other things than the language and share interests like

hobbies, history, traveling etc.!

 Your tandem partner might be interested in your language and culture and

be ready to also share this!

  Sign up at Kide.app, no later than April 7 at 12.00. 

 By 12th April you will be informed per email about your tandem

 Official launch of tandem program 13 april at 17.00 via Teams/Zoom!

If you’re not convinced yet, here are some of the benefits:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Next steps:

1.

2.

3.

We look forward to receiving your application and to get this first experience

started! If you have any questions:

Erika & Joe

Members of the board 

Arcada Student Union - ASK

tandem@asken.fi

Vappu goes international on 30th April! Make sure to save the date! More

information to come!
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https://kide.app/events/3d5a98ba-4344-41a5-b1e3-abf17b6c3843
https://kide.app/events/3d5a98ba-4344-41a5-b1e3-abf17b6c3843

